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One-dimensional substrates such as textile fibers and threads offer an excellent opportunity to
realize sensors, actuators, energy harvesters/storage, microfluidics, and advanced therapies.
A new generation of wearable devices made from smart threads offer ultimate flexibility and
seamless integration with the human body and the garments that adorn them. This article
reviews the state of the art in thread-based wearable devices for monitoring human activity and
performance, diagnoses and manages medical conditions, and provides new and improved
human–machine interfaces. In the area of new and improved human–machine interfaces, it
discusses novel computing platforms enabled using thread-based electronics and batteries/
capacitors. For physical activity monitoring, a review of wearable devices using strain sensing threads is provided. Thread-based devices that can monitor health from biological fluids
such as total analysis systems, wearable sweat sensing patches, and smart sutures/smart
bandages are also included. The article concludes with an outlook on how fibers and threads
are expected to impact and revolutionize the next generation of wearable devices. Knowledge
gaps and emerging opportunities are presented.

Introduction

Recent technological advances in smart flexible materials,
processing and fabrication have progressively changed the
landscape of healthcare and wellness toward wearable platforms for real-time monitoring and treatment.1–5 Flexibility, conformability, and stretchability are desirable virtues
in such platforms. There are many examples from flexible
electrodes for electrocardiogram (ECG) or electroencephalogram (EEG) monitoring; wearable physical sensors for
monitoring body temperature, humidity, touch/pressure,
and biochemical sensors for monitoring pH, electrolyte and
metabolite levels in sweat and other body fluids for real-time
health monitoring.6–12 These examples also include flexible
transistors and batteries to power these devices for a selfcontained flexible bioelectronic platform. Materials such as
polyimide13 and parylene14 have been used as substrates for
such flexible bioelectronics. However, making these devices
is still expensive because it requires clean room facilities for
top-down lithographic patterning. Advances in screen printing and inkjet printing have partially mitigated some of these
concerns. It must be noted that existing flexible devices have

essentially remained two-dimensional (2D) and conform
to the skin or scalp. It is extremely challenging for these
platforms to adapt to the complex three-dimensional (3D)
contours of the human body for the next generation of wearable devices. Most organs and tissues are 3D heterogeneous
multilayered biological structures. It would be a significant
advance if one could integrate functional components, such
as sensors and electronics, in a way that can adapt to such
3D surfaces. For example, wounds and fractures, which have
complex 3D structures, would greatly benefit from physical (e.g., strain) and chemical (e.g., pH) sensors that can
monitor the tissue/organ environment and provide valuable
information to optimize patient-specific treatments.
This brings us to textiles and threads/yarns as possible
substrate for the next generation of flexible bioelectronics.
Advanced thread/yarn manufacturing and textile-making
provides a relatively inexpensive route to make smart
thread-based wearable platforms through relatively simple
modifications to the production and processing of fiber materials. This has led to thread as a convenient multifunctional
substrate for applications ranging from sensing to tissue
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engineering to diagnostics. Electrically conductive threads
can be categorized into three groups: (i) metallic threads,
like thin metal- coated threads including silver and goldcoated threads, (ii) semiconductive threads made of conducting polymer-coated fibers and carbon-based materials such
as carbon nanotubes (CNTs), graphene, or carbon fibers, and
(iii) composite materials which are the combination of electrically conductive and non-conductive 2D or 3D- materials
such as nanoparticles in fiber-based networks.15
Some key merits of threads and textile substrate that
make it truly remarkable are the diversity of thread options
available from elastic threads to biodegradable threads, its
hierarchical nature, potential for physical and chemical modification, and ability to be integrated into textiles using two
methods: one is additive, where threads are either embroidered into textile or active materials screen-printed onto
textile. The other is a bottom-up approach, where threads
used as for certain basic functions like sensing, are woven
or knitted to create textile-based wearable analytical systems
via sewing or suturing. This offers a robust and cost-effect
approach for the fabrication of thread-based devices. Thus,
threads and textiles are uniquely positioned as a substrate
to exist as a standalone device, or as
the whole platform itself for the next
a
generation of wearables.16

Metallic threads: these threads can be either coated with
thin metals (such as gold and silver) or comprise pure
metallic multifilaments (e.g., stainless steel filaments
mixed with polymer fibers forming threads). These
threads are particularly interesting as wires for electronic connections, as parts of electronic components,
or as electrodes in electroanalytical devices (particularly
inert metals such as gold).
Semiconductive threads: the most versatile materials
here are conducting polymers and carbon nanomaterials
(CNTs, graphene, carbon fibers)17 because these materials, in contrary to solid-state semiconductors, can be
coated onto threads or in some cases, extruded into fibers. The use of semiconductive materials enable threadbased transistors or optoelectronic devices. Carbonbased materials are interesting for both energy storage
devices18 and electroanalytical systems.
Composite materials: The combination of many materials such as nanoparticles and an ever-increasing range of
2D materials are enabling many new forms of composite
materials that can be combined with the other threads
especially for energy storage.
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Wearable devices are particularly
interesting if they can integrate electronic components, such as wires,
transistors, and electronic-sensing
modalities and connect to the cloud,
to enable a digital wearable micrototal analysis system (µTAS) for
medical and consumer electronics
application.
In general, the realization of true
textile-based components requires
individual threads that are different
in form and function to realize allthread-based wearable computing.
A key component is an electrically
conductive thread as a basic circuit
element used to realize wires, electrodes, interconnects, and antennas.
There are several different threads
available commercially, as well as
laboratory scale, to meet this need
that enable endless possibilities.
The major categories of such electroactive threads comprise:
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Figure 1.  (a) Schematic figure of an organic electrochemical fiber-based transistor, and
photos of a woven device with several such transistors forming a digital multiplexer device.
Reprinted with permission from Reference 23. © 2007 Springer Nature. (b) Schematic diagram showing weaving and assembly of Polypyrrole/nano fibers/nylon filament-based electrochemical transistors used for dopamine wearable sensors. Reprinted with permission from
Reference 31. © 2019 American Chemical Society. (c) Thread-based transistor system for
advanced sensing of biologically relevant ions. The threads are used as a substrate for both
the sensors and transistors for flexibility and softness resembling underlying skin and bring
the electronic signal to a microcontroller (μC). Reprinted with permission from Reference 24.
© 2019 American Chemical Society.
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amino acid in human physiological fluids. This textile-based
biosensor monitored the biomarker through a mediator-less
catalytic reaction.25 Yang et al. developed a multilayer-modified fiber electrode using Cr/Au/PEDOT:PSS core–shell
structure on nylon (PA6) fibers. The biosensor showed stable performance at bending tests when it was woven into a
diaper to detect glucose in artificial urine.26
Carbon materials are often considered as an alternative to
metal electrodes due to their low cost, wide potential window, and relatively inert electrochemistry.27 Ji et al. proposed
a noble metal-free gate electrode for fabric-based OECT by
carbonization of a silk fabric (CSF) followed by the surface
modification with reduced graphene oxide (rGO) and Nafion
(Figure 2a). The hierarchical structure of CSF improved the
dispersity of rGO and Nafion on the fabric surface, which
resulted in conductive and flexible fiber electrodes comparable
to metal gate electrodes in terms of sensitivity and selectivity
for detecting dopamine in artificial urine.28 Modification of
nylon (PA6) fibers with a composition of multiwalled-carbon
nanotubes (MWCNTs) and polypyrrole (PPy) conducting polymer offered a fiber-based OECT with a higher on/off ratio,
better stability, and greater flexibility in comparison with PPycoated nylon (PA6) fiber electrode. The presence of MWCNTs
led to the growth of a large area of the PPy nanowires that
improved the morphological and electrical properties of the
biosensor.29
Introducing polymeric nanofibers
(NFs) to the surface of fibers is a
a
novel approach to enhance the speHO
CH CH NH
O
CH CH NH
O
HO
cific surface area of the fiber electrodes and improve the hydrophilic
–2e
properties of the synthetic ones.30
Qing et al. prepared a poly(vinyl
alcohol) (PVA)-co-polyethylene
(PE) nanofibers coated nylon (PA6)
filaments and in situ polymerized PPy
on the surface of the filaments. The
b
PVA-co-PE nanofibers on the surface
facilitate the formation of an interconnected conducting PPy network.31
Anode: MWCNT/LTO
Recently, a new class of threadSeparator
based transistors (TBTs) were introduced that use electrolyte gating of
organic and inorganic semiconductCathode: MWCNT/LMO
ing channel coated threads.24 The
Stretching
novelty is in the use of nonvolatile
Releasing
room-temperature gels of ionic liquids (or ionogels) serving as an allaround electrolyte gate dielectric.
Figure 2.  (a) (Left) Schematic illustration of A Nafion/reduced graphene oxide (rGO)/carbonization of a silk fabric (CSF) organic electrochemical transistor (OECT) sensors based on fabrics
Drain and source contacts are made
and flexible sheets. Electro-oxidation of dopamine on the gate electrode enables the sensing
through textile knotting of metal wire
(right) photos of the flexible device on skin. Reprinted with permission from Reference 28. ©
on either end of thread channel, and
2020 Elsevier. (b) Schematics of a flexible wire-shaped lithium-ion battery using woven yarns of
active materials, and the fiber-shaped lithium-ion batteries directly woven into flexible textiles.
a metallic thread/wire serves as gate.
Reprinted with permission from Reference 34. © 2014 Wiley. Note: MWCNT, multiwalled carbon
Both poly(3-hexylthiophene-2,5-diyl)
nanotube; LTO, L
 i4Ti5O12; LMO, LiMn2O4.
(P3HT) and CNTs were explored as

Transistors and electronics

The realization of thread-based transistors is interesting
because transistors are the basic element in all digital logic,
thereby enabling woven/textile logic, and also because electrolyte gated transistors can be used as sensing elements in
analytical devices.
A few early organic field effect transistors were realized
on fibers,19–21 but these devices required thin dielectric gates
that were not compatible with the 3D geometries of textiles
and did not enable electroanalytical systems. These problems
were addressed by the introduction of thread-based organic
electrochemical transistors (OECTs) demonstrated by Hamedi
et. al (Figure 1a–b).22,23 These transistors rely on conducting
polymers, usually coated on threads, and connected via an
electrolyte to other threads to form the channel, which changes
conductivity upon redox reactions.
Thread-based transistors have since then been used in
numerous applications for wearable devices (Figure 1c).24
Natural and synthetic fibers such as cotton, silk, and nylon,
are used for the fabrication of flexible fiber organic electrochemical transistors (FECTs). These fibers become electrically conductive by deposition of a thin layer of metals/conductive polymers on their surfaces. Battista et al. fabricated
an integrated fiber-based OECT using PEDOT:PSS-coated
cotton yarns decorated by noncovalently adsorbed fungal
laccase POXA1b for direct detection of Tyrosine (L-Tyr)
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semiconducting channel. The transistors were used to realize logic gates and also served as an analog multiplexer in a
multiplexed diagnostic application where TBT was connected
to thread-based electrochemical sensors for tissue embedded
diagnostics. Since knotting is not scalable, a new approach for
3D stencil-based patterning of source, drain and gap region on
thread has also been proposed that allows parallel fabrication
of tens or hundreds of transistors.32

Batteries and supercapacitors

Batteries and supercapacitors were initially developed in
sandwiched planar thin films and jelly roll designs, which
are available in various standards. The emergence of wearable devices together with the rapid development of new
materials for supercapacitors and Li-ion batteries has,
however, resulted in the demonstration of various types of
energy storage devices that are safer and flexible for additive integration. These types of flexible batteries are already
being commercialized by several companies.33 A more interesting approach for future wearables will rely on energy
storage devices that are integrated at the thread/fiber level
of the textile to enable energy storage in textile wearables.
The direct integration of batteries and supercapacitors on
the fiber level can enable both the flexibility from the fiber
itself and the inherent stretchability of textiles. It further
enables direct integration into the textile without comprising
comfort (Figure 2b).34 These developments are enabling a
range of advanced fiber-based batteries and supercapacitors;
this topic is reviewed in detail elsewhere.35 The seamless
integration of textile-based sensors and textile-based energy
storage devices will enable energy autonomous wearables.36

Physical activity monitoring

Threads are ideal materials for making wearable strain and
pressure sensors as they can be directly sewn into existing clothing or create separate patches to use as standalone
sensors. The mechanical properties of threads such as the
ability to bend, twist, and stretch make them naturally suitable as physical sensors. While the mechanism for sensing varies depending on the material and the application,
all thread-based physical sensors use conductive threads or
yarns. Intrinsically conductive threads are favored by many
researchers due to their high conductivity. Alternatively,
non-conductive threads can be coated with conductive inks
as mentioned previously. The coating offers great tunability
of properties of the threads and could play an important role
in the sensor’s performance.

Strain and pressure sensing threads

Thread-based strain and pressure sensors can be classified into
two types: resistive based and capacitive based. In a resistivebased sensor, the stretching changes the resistance of the thread
resulting from changing in its length and geometry. In a capacitive-based sensor, two conductive threads are separated by a
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layer of dielectric material to form a capacitor. When stretched
or compressed, the deformation changes the dimension of the
device, which results in the change of device capacitance.
Cheng et al. fabricated a graphite-based sensor using elastic
threads as the base material. The elastic thread composed of
a polyurethane fiber (stretchable) and polyester fibers wound
helically (Figure 3a).37 In another work by Sadeqi et al., polybutylene terephthalate puffy (PTB) threads were used as the
substrates for building strain sensors and the resistance was
measured as a function of applied strain (Figure 3b).38 Metallic nanowires, including gold and silver nanowires, are used to
functionalize threads and provide them with excellent electrical
and mechanical properties for strain sensing applications (Figure 3c).39 A capacitive-based pressure sensor can be realized
using composite yarns. The capacitive sensor unit was formed
by conductive Ni-coated cotton yarn electrodes as the core and
the nanofiber dielectric layer coated as the shell (Figure 3d).40
Pressure sensing threads have also been utilized in human gait
monitoring, which provides indications of a person’s health
conditions. Alaimo et al. reported a smart insole for gait monitoring enabled by embedding strain sensing threads into a shoe
insole (Figure 3e). The conductive threads were arranged in a
2D grid format for mapping foot pressure and cast in a highly
elastomeric EcoFlex sole. The sensor can accurately map foot
pressure during gait cycles as well as detect an eventual anomaly during the user’s gait.41

Wearable diagnostics

Wearable diagnostic platforms are integrated systems with a
collection of sensors, electronic circuitry, and communication infrastructure. As discussed, threads provide an ultimate
toolkit to realize sensors, electronics, microfluidics, conductors, interconnects, and antennas to realize an all-thread-based
platform. In this section, we will highlight some of these
exquisite thread-based platforms ranging from a micro-total
analysis system or µTAS to analyze biomolecules of interest,
sweat sensing patches to monitor biomarkers of fatigue and
exhaustion, smart sutures and smart bandages that can monitor chronic wound, and even pollution-detecting gas sensing
textiles.

Total analysis systems

Cellulose substrates, including paper, cloth, and thread are the
most attractive materials for fabricating wearable microfluidic analytical devices due to their micrometer-scaled fluidic
structure.42 This structure enables passive fluid flow, driven
by capillary forces through fiber-based microchannels, which
eliminates the need for external pressure pumps to guide the
fluid into microfluidic channels. Besides that, cellulose substrates are lightweight, flexible, durable, biocompatible, and
importantly, the large surface-to-volume ratio of the network
of cellulose fibers enables integration of electrodes and electroanalytical sensors in their substrates and allows immobilizations of reagents to perform further analytical assays.43 Cloths
and threads gained lots of attention for fabricating wearable
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electrodes for the electrochemical
textile biosensor, conductive silver
ink was first screen-printed onto two
5
different flexible substrates, includStretch
4
ing a nonporous polyamide sheet and
a commercially available utility tex3
tile. Second, the graphene oxide (GO)
Wearable sensor
2
layer was printed in a complemenb
torsional stress
tensile stress
1
tary pattern to the printed silver electrode and was functionalized with an
0
0
20
40
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100
influenza-specific affinity assay. This
Strain (%)
electrochemical sensor showed more
0%
10%
20%
30%
40%
50%
stable and reproducible responses
e
d
Capacitive sensor unit
when printed on a textile substrate
compared to the polyamide sheets.50
Conductive Ni-coated
Gualandi et al. used a single-step
cotton yarn electrodes
screening technique to develop a fully
textile-based organic electrochemical
transistor (OCET) using PEDOT:PSS
c
conductive polymer. The proposed
Nanofiber dielectric layer
wearable chemical sensor showed reliable results as a textile-based transistor
to develop chemical sensors for realFigure 3.  (a) (Left) Schematic showing the elastic reduced graphene (rGO)-functionalized
time monitoring of redox-active biothread and (right) photograph of the wearable sensor. Reprinted with permission from Reference 37. © 2016 American Chemical Society. (b) Strain measurement of carbon-coated
molecules such as dopamine, ascorbic
polybutylene terephthalate elastic thread. Reprinted with permission from Reference 38.
acid, and adrenalin.51
© 2018 IEEE. (c) (Top) Schematic structure of the core thread, polymer nanofiber-coated,
The machine embroidery method
and silver nanowire-coated thread. (Bottom) Characterization of the thread sensor to stretch
deformation. Reprinted with permission from Reference 39. © 2015 Wiley. (d) A capacitive
facilitates the rapid integration of consensor unit for pressure sensing. Reprinted with permission from Reference 40. © 2018 Royal
ductive threads in customized geomSociety of Chemistry. (e) “Smart insole” made with pressure sensing threads for gait monitoretries and configuration into textile
ing. Reprinted with permission from Reference 41. © 2020 Elsevier.
substrates, which leads to the fabrication of mechanically robust biosensors
with mass-production capability.52 Liu
biosensors because they show higher mechanical strength,
and Lillehoj fabricated an embroidered electrochemical sensor
flexibility, and durability in wet conditions and because the
on a cotton t-shirt for monitoring glucose and lactate in buffer
structure of fibers have inherent 3D microchannels for microand whole blood samples. Carbon-coated polyester yarns were
fluidics. There is also a wide selection of available natural
modified with enzyme probes and embroidered into a polyester
and synthetic threads that can be functionalized to incorporate
fabric along with silver/silver-chloride coated polyester yarn
electronics for the development of electronic biosensors.44,45
and carbon-coated ones as reference and counter electrodes,
There are two principal textile manufacturing methods for
respectively. The fabricated biosensor showed reproducible
the integration of these functions: the first is additive fabricaresults with proper mechanical properties for multiplexed
tion such as printing on textiles or embroidering threads into
measurements of the biomolecules.53 A wearable electronic
textiles to add function (Figure 4a–b)45,46 and the second is a
nose (e-nose) constructed as an embroidered gas sensor on
bottom-up approach where all base functions are embedded at
polymer/functionalized single-wall carbon nanotubes (SWCthe fiber level, and weaving or knitting is used to design and
NTs) nanocomposites. These sensing materials were coated
create the µTAS (Figure 4c).47
onto already embroidered conductive threads on a fabric subAlthough both of these fabrication approaches offer low
strate. The fabric-based e-nose could discriminate between
cost and robust wearable biosensors without the need for
the body odor of two people and detect body odors in different
undergoing complicated microfabrication processes at cleanforms such as urine, armpit, and exhaled breath odor using
rooms, the first approaches, including screen-printing48 and
simple recognizing algorithms.54
embroidery techniques,46,49 are widely used due to their potenAlthough the bottom-up fabrication approach has attracted
tial of scalability, and therefore, are amenable to industrial
less attention, it allows complex designs and multiplexed
applicability.
detection of analytes and is free of patterning and related
Kinnamon et al. fabricated a textile screen-printed biosenalignment issues. This approach was used to develop a woven
sor to detect the influenza A virus (Figure 4b). To fabricate
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electrochemical sensors that provide
ultrafast and highly sensitive detecb
a
tion. Individual thread electrodes can
be assembled into a patch format for
conformal skin contact using weaving,
PET film
knitting, or embroidering techniques.
double-sided
Thread
pressure sensitive
As with physical sensors, a conadhesive tape
medical-grade
ductive
coating is required for threads
Screen-printed
adhesive tape
electrode
that are subsequently functionalized
with enzymes or ion-selective memc
Skin
In
branes for detection of biomarkers in
WE
the sweat such as lactate or electrolytes
RE
(Figure 5a). Modali et al. developed a
thread-based wearable patch sensor for
CE
5 mm
sensing sweat lactate. Nylon yarns were
Out
240
sequentially coated with carbon ink and
Static mode
220
Flow mode
lactate oxidase (LOx). LOx selectively
200
180
converts lactate into pyruvate and
160
hydrogen peroxide. The oxidation cur140
1.0
1.5
2.0
2.5
rent was measured as a function of lacLog[Na ] (mM)
tate concentration. The patch was fabricated using textile weaving technology
Figure 4.  (a) Schematic illustration of the wearable epidermal microfluidic device showing
with high scalability (Figure 5b).55,56
the different components and photograph of the device. The bottom graph shows realSimilarly, MWCNT and PPy-moditime potential response of the device when NaCl solutions were continuously delivered to
the microchannel by capillary force. Reprinted with permission from Reference 45. © 2020
fied nylon fibers were assembled into
Elsevier. (b) Fabrication process flow for flexible screen-printed electrodes on polyamide.
a fiber-based OECT for sweat lactate
From left to right, raw polyamide sheets are screen-printed with a pattern of conductive silver
sensing.29 In another work, multiplexed
ink and graphene oxide. The cross-section schematic details the affinity assay for influenza
where PANHS cross-linker binds to the graphene oxide (GO) allowing for subsequent binding
sweat sensing threads were integrated
of influenza protein antibody and influenza protein for detection.50 (c) Schematic illustrainto a commercial bandage as shown in
tion of a woven µTAS device with fluidic Coolmax threads, acting as microfluidic channels,
Figure 5c.57 Apart from sweat biomarkinterwoven into gold coted yarn, acting as electrodes. Glucose oxidase is bound to the gold
filaments through self-assembled monolayers to allow glucose detection in human sweat.47
ers, the perspiration level is another
important indicator of one’s physical
status and comfort level. Conductive
threads were packed inside a cotton
biosensor in which the test area was defined by weaving
cover to sample sweat where the change in resistivity was
gummed and degummed silk yarns as hydrophobic barriers
measured as a function of perspiration level (Figure 5d). The
and hydrophilic substrates. The developed electrochemical
sensor can be sewed into multiple locations of a shirt for onpatch sensor showed analogous electrochemical behavior
body, real-time sweat monitoring.58
55
compared to screen-printed counterparts.
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Sweat‑sensing patch

Wearable sweat sensors provide a real-time and quantitative
analysis of sweat components such as electrolytes and metabolites, which can be used as biomarkers for disease diagnosis.
Being continuously secreted by the body, sweat can be easily
collected and is one of the most accessible body fluids for onbody measurement. Thread-based wearable sweat sensors have
been developed over the years with several promising prototypes capable of continuous, real-time, and sensitive sweat
sensing without compromising wearer’s comfortableness.
Threads are made from tens to hundreds of twisted fibers that
are packed in a cohesive bundle. The natural capillary action
in threads provides passive wicking and sampling of sweat.
Owning to their high absorbability, mechanical durability, and
ultimate flexibility, threads are ideal substrates for wearable
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Smart sutures/smart bandages

Thread-based sensing and delivery platforms can be used to
realize the so-called “smart suture” for wound monitoring and
therapy. The flexible nature and widely available selection of
thread materials make them suitable as sutures where high
mechanical strength and tissue compatibility are required. In
addition, the functionalization of threads renders them capabilities of sensing and drug delivery that are not achieved by
conventional sutures. Early work in this field includes coating surgical sutures with antibiotics to prevent wound infection, as well as sutures made from shape-memory polymer for
temperature-controlled wound closure.59 In recent years, there
is a growing trend for incorporating hierarchical structures
and novel multifunctional materials into sutures to achieve
improved performance in vivo.

Thread‑based wearable devices

Liu et al. developed a biomimicking sensing suture
(BBS) for simultaneous wound monitoring, wound healing
and antibacterial activity. Inspired by spider-silk fiber, the
authors fabricated core–shell multilayered sutures where the
silk-based core fiber provided a mechanical framework of
the suture and the three layers in the shell consisted of a
conductive CNT for strain sensing, growth factors for in
situ delivery, and quantum dots for optical monitoring of
drug release (Figure 6a).60 In another pioneering study by
Wang et al., functionalized MWCNTs were synthesized and
twisted into helical fibers as implantable sensors. The sensing ability was achieved by functionalizing a CNT with different sensing molecules. Due to the small size and mechanical stability offered by the hierarchical helical structure, the
fiber-based sensor can be implanted either to a tumor site
or blood vessel simply with a syringe needle (Figure 6b).
Such fiber-based devices can be potentially used as sutures
for wound monitoring due to their small size and the multiplexed sensing capability.61
On-demand drug delivery to the wound site is of crucial
importance for wound healing. Traditional wound dressing
uses passive drug release that lack both spatial and temporal
control over the dosage. Smart wound dressing that is capable of on-demand drug delivery triggered by either internal
stimuli such as pH or temperature change at the wound bed
or external stimuli, including temperature, ultrasound, electrical, and magnetic fields would significantly improve the outcome of wound healing. Mostafalu et al. developed a threadbased smart bandage for controlled wound drug delivery with
enhanced spatiotemporal resolution.62 Composite threads were
fabricated with a hydrogel coating containing thermoresponsive drug carriers. Each thread functioning as an independent
heating unit could be individually triggered for on-demand
drug release (Figure 6c).

a

Lactate sensor

L-Lactate

Textile-based gas sensors that are lightweight, wearable, and
low cost provide real-time environmental monitoring and
detection of human health. For example, threads-based gas
sensors can be easily integrated into clothing for monitoring
toxic and corrosive gases in the work places. Compared with
planner substrate such as paper for gas sensing, threads have
high surface area to volume ratio for achieving high sensitivity. Optical and electronic detection are the two major types
of sensing mechanism employed in thread-based gas sensor.
In optical approaches, threads are functionalized with gas-sensitive dyes that change their optical properties upon interacting with the gas species. The colorimetric method stands out
for equipment-free readout. In electronic approaches, threads
are made conductive and their electrical properties such as
resistance changes with gas absorption.
Owyeung et al. fabricated washable gas sensing threads
by entrapping pH indicators and a metalloporphyrin dye into
the threads. A poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) coating was
developed to prevent dye leaching for repeated use cycles
(Figure 7a).63 In another colorimetric gas sensor, electrospun
nanofiber yarn was loaded with lead acetate and lead iodide
for sensing breath biomarker hydrogen sulfide and hazardous ammonia gas (Figure 7b).64 Note that ammonia is also a
breath biomarker associated with kidney malfunction.65 Colorimetric dyes were incorporated into yarns by adding them
in the electrospinning solutions. Ionic liquid was doped into
nanofibers as an absorbent material for gases and was shown
to improve the sensing performance. Apart from colorimetric
sensing, Seesaard et al. have developed a fabric-based chemical gas sensor for human odor monitoring by drop casting
carboxylic-functionalized single walled carbon nanotube
(SWCNT-COOH)/polymer solution onto conductive threads.
The electrical resistance of threads changed upon adsorption
of gas species (Figure 7c).54
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Figure 5.  (a) Schematic illustration of thread-based lactate sensor and sodium sensor.
(b) Thread-based sweat sensing patch for lactate detection. Reprinted with permission from
Reference 55. © 2015 Wiley. Reprinted with permission from Reference 56. © 2016 Royal Society of Chemistry. (c) Fabrication of thread-based patch for multiplexed sodium, ammonium, pH,
and lactate s ensing.57 (d) Thread-based sensor for continuous perspiration level monitoring.58

Thread, fibers, and textiles offer an
astonishing opportunity to realize
electronic, biomedical, and consumer
electronic devices. They are naturally
wearable and integrate seamlessly
with the human body. Threads can
be used as microfluidic channels, or
coated with semiconducting inks
to make transistors. They could be
embedded into an organic tissue as a
suture or assembled as a band-aid like
patch for monitoring sweat and other
biofluids. They provide a useful substrate to realize chemical and biological sensors, and in some cases, they
can even be functionalized to change
color in response to gases such as in
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all kinds of biomarkers (e.g., metabolites and proteins) from different bioi. core fiber
logical fluids such as sweat and urine.
ii. silk/CNT
We can also envision clothing where
threads connect together to form an
iii. silk/
intelligent system that monitors one’s
GM-CSF
health and the environment, in real
iv. silk/GQDs
time, either for medical reasons where
such information can save lives, or in
c
Conductive fiber
Heat stimulator
Drug-release
thread
Hydrogel
thread
consumer electronics application to
Thermoresponsive
enhance someone’s experience such
particle
as a game controller for an immerWound site
sive AR/VR gaming environment. In
the context of innovations on threads
and fiber as a material, newer material
options and hybrids utilizing newer
ways to synthesize them such as using
Flexible
Multi purpose
electrospinning66,67 are expected to
electronic driver
thread-based patch
be promising since it allows one to
control the material composition and
the nanoscale features of the threads;
Figure 6.  (a) Hierarchical structure of the biomimicking sensing suture. Reprinted with permission
these features will directly impact the
from Reference 60. © 2021 Wiley. (b) Hierarchical helical structure and implantation of the carbon
nanotube-based sensing fiber. Reprinted with permission from Reference 61. © 2020 Springer
quality and function of such threads.
Nature. (c) Multipurpose thread-based patch for transdermal drug delivery where drug release is
Given the hierarchical nature of
triggered by heating conductive threads. Reproduced from Reference 62. © 2017 Wiley.
threads and how they can be woven
or embroidered into large fabrics, in
multitude of patterns and configurapollution monitoring. While textiles have been around since
tions one can expect to achieve newer functionality by weavthe dawn of civilization, use of textile threads to make them
ing different threads into a platform. A path to multifunctional
smart so they can sense chemicals or detect physical activsensors using multiple sensing threads is clearly possible.
ity is a newer scientific endeavor and is expected to grow.
Recently, there also has been some work on threads that can
The one dimensional flexible nature of a thread provides a
deliver drugs on demand or serve as scaffolds for cell growth,
unique substrate that can be sewn or stitched onto any gartopics out of the scope of this article, however, it foretells
ment or can serve a standalone device itself. As we peer into
the future where one can integrate sensing and therapy in the
the future, one can expect to see thread-based μTAS to detect
same wearable platform using threads.
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